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Identify the components of basic 
communication
Learn about effective communication and how 
to employ
Discuss the critical elements of active learning 
and providing feedback
Determine how to respond in ways that 
encourage effective communication





ReceiverSender



Sender ReceiverSender sends 
message
Receiver gets 
message; actively 
listening
Receiver gives 
feedback and 
becomes sender
Original sender now becomes receiver and 
reacts to feedback
Communication cycle continues



Words
7%

Tone/Pitch
38%

Nonverbal 
55%



Importance of word selection

Effective Verbal Messages
Are brief and organized
Do not create resistance in the listener



38% of what is communicated

“Oh”

What We Say vs. How We Say It



55% 

You cannot not communicate
Body Postures
Facial expressions



“You seldom listen to me, and when you do you don’t hear, 
and when you do hear, you hear wrong, and even when you 
hear right, you change it so fast, that it’s never the same.”

-Marjorie Kellogg, American author



Source: 50 Communications Activities, Icebreakers, and Exercises, P. Garber

Always Usually Often Rarely Never

(1 pt.) (2 pts.) (3 pts.) (4 pts.) (5 pts.)
Get distracted
Listen only to facts
Interrupt
Assume the other person already knows

Prejudge
Tune out
Ignore nonverbal clues
Total

When listening to another person, I…


table 1 

		Listening Questionnaire

		When listening to another person, I…		Always		Usually		Often		Rarely		Never

				(1 pt.)		(2 pts.)		(3 pts.)		(4 pts.)		(5 pts.)

		Get distracted

		Listen only to facts

		Interrupt

		Assume the other person already knows

		Prejudge

		Tune out

		Ignore nonverbal clues

		Total

		50 Communications Activities, Icebreakers, and Exercises

		By Peter R. Garber, Copyright Peter R. Garber © 2008, Publisher: Human Resource Development Press







31–35 points = Active/Effective listener
21–30 points = Good listener
14–20 points = Not-so-good listener
13 points or less = Huh?



Concentrate - focus your attention solely on the 
speaker
Acknowledge your speaker
Research your speaker’s objectives
Exercise emotional control
Sense the nonverbal message
Structure or organize the information as you 
receive it



C
Concentrate

Fully engage with the speaker

Eliminate barriers to listening

Minimize the impact of barriers outside 
of your control

Eye Contact
Paraphrase 
Decide to listen



A
Acknowledge

Listening “Golden Rule”

Let the speaker know you are listening
Eye Contact
Participation (e.g., “Hmm”/”Ok”)
Gestures (e.g. nodding, smiling, leaning 
forward with interest)
Clarify any points that you might not completely 
understand



R
Research

Information Gathering
Questioning
Feedback

Empathy Statements



E
Exercise emotional control

R & R
Recognize
Redirect



S
Sense the nonverbal message

Gestures

Body Language

Vocal Quality



S
Structure

Process the content of the message

Indexing

Sequencing

Comparing



Don’t assume

Ask Questions – When in doubt, check it out

Stay tuned in



Effective Communication……
Is two way.
Includes both the sender and
receiver of the message.
Involves active listening.
Utilizes feedback.
Is clear.

“Communication works for those who work at it.”





PROPERTIES
On passing, 'Finish' button: Close Window
On failing, 'Finish' button: Goes to Previous Slide
Allow user to leave quiz: At any time
User may view slides after quiz: At any time
User may attempt quiz: Unlimited times
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